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that space, provided it is known to satisfy Laplace s equation and to 4 be finite throughout that space.
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134. To trace level curves and lines of force. J&x. 1. Three eqfal particles are placed at the corners ABC of an equilateral triangle. Trace the level curves and lines of force in the plans °f tiie triangle.
Wejirst search Jor the points of equilibrium. The centre of gravity G is evidently one such point. The level curves near G- are conies (Art. 120) which must have GA, GB, GC for three principal diameters. The conies are therefore circles. The equilibrium is clearly stable for a displacement perpendicular to the plane and is therefore unstable for some (and therefore also for all) displacements in the plane (Art. 111). The potential is therefore a minimum at G for displacements in the plane ABC.
Let D, E, F be the feet of the perpendiculars from the corners. Since the force at F tends towards G and G is a point of minimum potential, there must be a point of equilibrium between G and F. There are therefore three points of equilibrium which are H, Jf, L. The level curve which passes through these points governs the whole sketch and is exhibited in the figure. Some of the other level curves fill up the four vacant areas and others surround the three loops.
To sketch the lines of force. It will be found convenient to mark the level curveT'or" surfaces with small arrows to indicate the direction of the normal force. We then have the following rule ; no line of force can pass from a point A on one level surface to a point B on another unless either the arrows at both A and B tend in the same direction along the line of force or the line of force passes through a point of equilibrium which lies between A and B.
The arrows on the sides of the curvilinear triangle HKL all tend outwards from (r, while those on the three curvilinear triangles which surround A, B, C tend inwards towards those points. Hence a line of force beginning at A must either proceed to an infinite distance or cross KL. If it enter the triangle HKL it cannot emerge without passing through G. It must then proceed onwards to either B or C.
JThere are conical.points at H^K and L. The level surfaces near G are not closed* out bend over A, B, C, and surround the conical points.
Ex. 2. Two particles whose masses are m, m! are placed at A and B, both being attractive. Trace their level surfaces.
Ex. 3. Three equal particles are placed at three points A, B, C in a straight line. The particles A and C attract while B repels. Trace the level surfaces.
135.    Potential at a distant point.    To find the potential of a body finite in all directions at any distant external point*.
Let the origin 0 be a point not far from the body.    Let Q be
* The expansion of the potential at a distant point is originally due to Poisson, but was put into a convenient form by MacCullagh, R. Irish Trans. 1855. Some of the following theorems were given by the author in the Quarterly /. 1857. The name centrobaric is due to Lord Kelvin, who gave several theorems on these bodies in the Proc. E. S. E. 1864. The results in Arts. 140, 141 are taken from Thomson and Tait, 1883.

